
Astrology @tamsproverbs

Different Origins:

Duality

Zodiac Signs & Elements:

There are many different origins when it comes to the study of astrology and

the cosmos. It's important that we're mindful to not appropriate any studies so

here's a brief snippet of a few origins to research and learn more about:

Chaldean Astrology -  1st organized system of astrology - 2nd millennium BC

Decanic Astrology -  525 BC Egypt

Hermetic Astrology - 17th Century

Arabic Astrology - 8th Century

Vedic Astrology - 8,500 BC

Chinese Astrology - 2nd century BC to 2nd century AD

Understanding duality is crucial to accept and enjoy life. Polar energies are

supposed to influence us to create a balance in our lives and mindset. Duality

is the fact that there are positive and negative energies, factors, and

aspects. So, if a positive personality trait is known for a particular zodiac

sign, the opposite of that trait/quality can usually be expressed by that same

sign. For example, Cancers are known to be sensitive but they can also

become quite detached.

FIRE: Aries (Cardinal), Sagittarius (Mutable) and Leo (Fixed)

EARTH: Taurus (Fixed), Virgo (Mutable) and Capricorn (Cardinal)

WATER: Cancer (Cardinal), Pisces (Mutable) and Scorpio (Fixed)

AIR: Aquarius (Fixed), Gemini (Mutable) and Libra (Cardinal)



Your Natal Chart shows the placement of the Planets and Star

Sign when you were born. If you want to know how your life is

going to be in your 20s, 30s, 40s, etc., you would view your

Progress Chart shows how your personality and identity

transform overtime. Using the same info that goes into your

birth chart (your birth date, time, and place) plus the present

date, a progressed birth chart calculates how far the planets

have moved from their spot on your birth chart. 

Transits are different from progression because it represents

the real-time position of a planet orbiting at a particular

moment in time. You can find your transits easily by using the

app: "Astro Future". You will be able to see the present

placements of planets in your houses. Transits are lessons that

we need to accommodate too as it relates to what the world

(Mother Earth) and others are currently going through.

Using the app: "Astro Future". You will be able to see the

present placements of planets in your houses. You can do this

by "clicking" on the placement of planets as it shows up in your

houses. For example, when you were born, Saturn was in your

9th and Moon in your 10th - using the app, you'll see Saturn and

the Moon in a different house - each planet affects an aspect

of the house. 
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Jupiter will spend about a year in any one house and sign. He

brings expansion of those energies, and we have a good 12 months

to work with him, make changes, and integrate growth and

opportunity. 

Saturn spends two and 1/2 years in a house and sign, roughly, and

tends to slow down the areas of life indicated.  It's time to

integrate lessons, and build structure & routine. These transits can

be hard and feel frustrating, but usually bring about needed

change that will be sustainable. Don't resist!

Chiron has a very irregular orbit, and spends almost half of it’s 50

year journey around the sun in Pisces and Aries. Chiron will point

out wounds, healing, and initiation wherever it is passing.

Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto spend seven, 14, and up to 25 years

in a sign/house respectively, so their transits are important, but

often harder to realize until they contact a planet or angle in your

chart.

The inner planets move so quickly that their effects are fleeting,

worth noting, especially in retrograde, but hard to really follow day

by day. When they contact points in your chart you may feel more

effected, depending on what else is going on.

Squares often bring a feeling of frustration or stop-start during

their duration. The way to work with them is to decode the

frustration. What are you really trying to do? What is really stopping

you?

Oppositions are more about balancing opposite elements and

energies, and occur at the 180 degree mark.

Conjunctions are when two planets come together. Then the

transiting planet washes over the stationary one

Some Planetary Guidelines:
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Love

Venus - Planet of (romantic) Love

Neptune - Planet of Unconditional Love

7th House - Main House for Love and Relationships

an empty 7th House does NOT indicate an absent love life, a

look into the other houses will indicate what needs healing

for the 7th House to flourish ~

5th House - House of Self-Expression, Fun & Pleasure

8th House - House of Regeneration & Emotional Security aka

Intimacy 

In Astrology, there are specific planets and houses that affect aspects of

our life. Understanding your birth chart in general will allow you to be

introspective about certain thoughts and mindsets that may need shifting

before being able to meet your perfect partner. In the "spiritual world" you

may have seen information on soul mates vs twin flame, both beings are

basically people you meet that are meant to teach you about yourself and

life while learning and aligning your souls together (if it's meant to be). The

biggest piece of unsolicited advice I can give is, learn how to Love

yourself - not just "I'm great, I love me" but fully LOVE your entire (shadow

& light) self (learn and have pride in what you're passionate about, what

makes you tick, what you expect from people and why, etc.). You can

track the transits (explained before) to analyze and reflect your Love life.

Astrology Indications for Love:

Many people are tired of hearing "Love yourself before getting into a

relationship!" but there is value in that sentiment. We all need to

Innerstand ourselves and nurture the parts of ourselves that we

expect/want to be nurtured by someone else. How do you want someone

else to make you laugh if you can't have a good time on your own?
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10th House - Material Action 

Saturn - Original Ruler of 10th House

Moon - Your Portrayal To The Collective

Jupiter - Rules Wisdom and Knowledge

Venus - Represents Careers Related to Luxuries (art, beauty

(parlour), hotels, acting. Professions related to limelight or

luxury such as designing)

Subjectively, I like to give "career" a different name since the euro-

centric idea has made the idea very robotic and draining. So, thinking

of it as your life-path gives it a larger and more intentional

significance. Each of our life-path(s) are determined by our present and

past connection to Mother Earth, God, Spirit, however you connect ~

and this connection is enhanced by what makes our soul happy and

allows us to live authentically. When we are able to live authentically is

when abundance will flow to us, over-riding the necessity of a "standard

career/salary". In Astrology, here are some factors that will allow you to

dig deeper and study shifts in your path. 

Astrology Indications for Life-Path:

Living in a society that values a 40+ hour/work shift, high credit score

and racking up untouched degrees (debt), It may be difficult to envision

a life that is not revolved around a typical “job”. This doesn’t mean that

sovereignty is easy because there is extensive healing and ancestral

factors (beyond myself) that can influence our mindset. Also, this

doesn’t glamourize the ability of “Easy profit”, meaning that our Life-

path shouldn’t perpetuate capitalism, mass consumerism or harm other

countries and Indegineous people.  

Life-Path aka "Career"
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Spirituality

Jupiter - Indicates Spiritual Progress 

4th House - Helps Understand Happiness --> Enlightenment

8th House - Indicates Spiritual Awakening

12th House - Indicates Transformation

Spirituality is a personal journey in which we feel called to follow,

explore, question and embrace. In Astrology, the South Node

represents your past life and your North Node represents who you are

in this present life ~ being able to remember who you were in both the

physical and spiritual sense will give you clarity to strengthen your

spiritual connection. By understanding yourself better, you're able to

be more introspective and aware of the habits and mindsets you may

need to shift to activate and balance elements and aspects in your

life. It’s crucial that Westerners don’t completely dive into Eastern

practices (ex. Buddhism, chakra-systems, Khemetic, etc.), it’s

completely fine to be inspired by those teachings and practices but

developing a sense of self-faith is an important step. Self-faith is

developing faith in yourself, developing the discipline to shift your

mindset so you can strengthen your faith with Divine Source. There are

also specific planets and their placements in your houses may

influence your spiritual connection as well. 

 

Astrology Indications for Spirituality:

Many people can begin to appropriate a culture because we think we

are just "appreciating" their teachings. It's important that we don't

think we can become the spokesperson for a culture, practice or even

religion that we haven't fully immersed in. It's even more important that

we don't begin to make a profit off of our appropriation/appreciation.
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